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NEW ICE FIL® TECH TEE Style # 40346  • $39  •  S, M, L, XL
graphite, marina, sorbet,  bluestone

Kerri

FLOW RISE 
PERFORMANCE TIGHT 
Style # 50200  •  $69  •  XS, S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X
tan, graphite, bluestone, ebony, black, 
sorbet 2-tone, marina 2-tone, spring mix

Seams are critical for helping pants 
perform and keeping their shape, but you 
never want them between you and your 
horse. That’s the premise that guided the 
construction of these super soft and supple 
tights; so comfy they feel like a second, 
more functional skin. Fabrisuede Tactel™ 
with Eco Suede™ kneepatches.

NEW ICE FIL® FULL ZIP JACKET  
Style # 40360  •  $69  •  XS, S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X
graphite, bluestone, sorbet,  marina

Why shouldn’t sun protection be fun? This 
colorful lightweight jacket with a hidden side 
zip pocket is made from 30+UPF Ice Fil® that 
keeps you cool while shielding you from the 
sun’s harmful rays. Zip on cooling coverage 
without removing your helmet.

Your favorite tee shirt – with a much higher IQ. Cut from a mid-weight Ice Fil® fabric offering more body 
coverage and durability, this smart technical tee freshens and cools your skin by up to five degrees. The 
fun horse print flatters, as does the longer-in-the back equestrian-cut hem.

NEW 
POCKET PERFORMANCE TIGHT  
Style # 50202  •  $79  •  XS, S, M, L, XL
graphite carrot, bluestone carrot, claret carrot

Ridiculously comfortable, made to ride and built to 
last, how do you improve the tight everyone loves? 
Add a pocket. We put two generously-sized pockets 
down the side of the leg where you can easily access 
it from the saddle. The color-blocked carrot print and 
black panels flatter and elongate your leg.

Ride it. Wear it. Enjoy it or Return it. 

We’re proud of the products we manufacture 
and back them unconditionally for one year.

If for any reason your customer is not completely 
satisfied with a Kerrits purchase, simply return it 
for repair, exchange, credit or refund. Rider/Designer/Owner

As horsewomen and athletes, we know how daily hard work and tiny steps 
forward (and sometimes a buck or two sideways) brings us closer to a bigger 
goal. For the past 30 years, our team of 20 women has worked every day to 
design clothing that enhances the time you spend with your horse, pieces 
that help you perform, look and feel better.

For this season, strategic details drive innovation from the inside out. Our 
Slender Rider Capri both gathers and gives in all the right places, while our 
Performance Tights feature pockets that are perfectly placed to be accessed 
from the saddle.

What to keep in the pocket? Carrots, of course. We’re a firm believer in daily 
carrots for horses – and daily treats for you, too. Especially in the form of 
equestrian clothing you can count on to delight and perform, ride after ride, 
as you make strides toward your own goals.

HOW TO REACH US:

PHONE
800.274.7946 OR
509.493.4187

EMAIL
kerrits@kerrits.com
FAX 509.493.3959

ORDERS
orders@kerrits.com

MAIL + PAYMENTS
PO Box 345
Bingen, WA 98605

PHYSICAL ADDRESS
154 E. Bingen Point, Suite C
Bingen, WA 98605

horse print

Cover: Alyssa Hammel  schooling  Fernhill Eagle
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ICE FIL® BOOTCUT
Style # 50164 (REG) / 50165 (TALL)  •  $99
XS, S, M, L, XL  •  black, acorn, eclipse

The staple of your summer riding EQ look, 
these versatile hi-tech cooling tights go with 
everything — paddock boots, cowboy boots or 
flip flops. The flattering bootcut styling and Ice 
Fil® fabric keep you cool and comfortable, with 
anti-slip Kerrit Sticks™ through the inner leg and 
seat for enhanced grip. Two side pockets.

NEW BREEZE ICE FIL® SHORTSLEEVE  Style # 40353  •  $54  •  XS, S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X
white snaffle bits, crossrails, bluestone field of horses, graphite field of horses, black snaffle bits

Hi-tech Ice Fil® fabric works to cool you, while strategic lines and signature prints slim your look and 
camouflage horse dirt. Mesh color block panels are placed along high heat zones for increased air flow 
and rapid cooling-evaporation technology.

NEW BREEZE ICE FIL® TANK  
Style # 40350  •  $39  •  XS, S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X
white snaffle bits, black snaffle bits,  
bluestone field of horses, graphite field of horses, 
crossrails

Feather-light and ideal for high heat conditions, this 
fun printed tank is as flattering as it is functional. 
Ice Fil® fabric cools while the visually slimming 
mesh side panels provide extra ventilation, 
stretching for a perfect fit.

ICE FIL® TECH TIGHT  
Style # 50163  •  $89  •  XS, S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X
tan, graphite, acorn, eclipse, black

These tights cool you from the bottom up, made 
from pant-weight Ice Fil® fabric engineered to 
bring down your temp while they wick away 
sweat. Anti-slip Kerrits Sticks™ line the inner leg 
and seat for security that’s more breathable than 
a fullseat, with an equal ratio of stretch and grip. 
Convenient, easy-access side pockets.

easy access side pockets

breathable mesh

Alyssa  hacking  Fernhill Eagle at Rebecca Farms
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BREEZE ICE FIL® SHORTSLEEVE  Style # 40352  •  $54  •  XS, S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X
black, white, marina, sorbet, bluestone

Like wearing a cool breeze with a pocket. Crafted with mesh Ice Fil®  fabric that’s lighter than 
anything else on the market, this shirt works to cool you as you work your horse. Featuring a high 
collar, stock tie loop, side pocket, and a front zip for adjustable venting. 

BREEZE ICE FIL® LONGSLEEVE  
Style # 40354  •  $64  •  XS, S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X
white, marina, sorbet, bluestone, black

Coverage that cools? No sweat. While this feather 
weight shirt protects with 30+ UPF Ice Fil® fabric, it 
also works to cool down your skin’s temperature by 
five degrees. With a fit that flatters and stretches, 
featuring a classic high collar, side pocket and 
equestrian-cut hem.

FLEX TIGHT II FULL SEAT  
Style # 50155  •  $99  •  XS, S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X
tan, graphite, claret, bluestone, black, spring mix

We placed the Gripstretch™ fullseat panels 
in exactly the best places to add security in 
the saddle, but we also cut them in a design 
to visually slim. They’re breeches that work 
double time to help you ride and look your 
best. No wonder they’re our most popular, 
lightweight fullseats.

GRIPTEKTM II FULLSEAT  
Style # 50187  •  $119  •  XS, S, M, L, XL
tan, bluestone, black, white

Now with pockets and zip fly! Beloved by 
eventers, these pants are made for riders 
who want to be “tight in the tack.” 
Super-secure Griptek™ fullseat helps you 
stay on, while a new zip and snap front/side 
closure makes for a quick and easy change.

ICE FIL® mesh technology

GRIPTEKTM technology

Team Rider, Jen McFall out on course with High Times
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contrast side panels

NEW TECH TRAIL PANT  
Style # 50190  •  $99  •  XS, S, M, L, XL
palomino, bluestone, black

Hit the trails in riding pants that offer all of 
the comfort, durability and clever pockets 
of your favorite hiking pants. Hardy stretch-
woven fabric is cut to be comfy in a fit that’s 
more trouser than tight. Extended Gripstretch 
Suede™ kneepatches free you to find 
adventure without half chaps. Multiple secure 
zip pockets for storage.

MOBILITY BREECH  
Style # 50167  •  $109  •  XS, S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X
graphite, dark bay, black

The security of a fullseat, without the commitment – or 
constraint. The full-leg Cross Grip™ traction along the 
inner thigh and knee offers stick without compromising 
freedom of movement. Crafted from durable, slimming, 
stretch-woven fabric, these breeches feature two 
pockets, one zip for security.

ALL TERRAIN VEST  
Style # 40359  •  $79  •  XS, S, M, L, XL
graphite, black

Clever, cool and functional to the core. 
Fashioned with stretch-woven for a great 
shape; Ice Fil® side panels and a mesh back 
to keep you ventilated. The hidden zip front 
pockets and spacious segmented back 
pocket let you keep gloves, lip stuff, phone 
and treats handy and organized.

BREEZE ICE FIL® 
LONGSLEEVE  
Style # 40355  •  $64 
XS, S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X
white snaffle bits, black snaffle bits,  
bluestone field, graphite field, 
crossrails

Protect yourself from UV rays and a 
boring wardrobe with a shirt made 
from 30+ UPF Ice Fil® fabric that 
cools your core. The mesh side 
panels visually slim your look while 
fun patterns hide dirt and other 
things we like to ignore.

NEW GRIPTEKTM 
HALF CHAP
Style # 30324  •  $89
S, M, L, XL (REG & TALL)

Better than leather, these 
Griptek™ half chaps love to 
get wet and are machine 
washable. Classically-cut 
clean lines with off-center 
back zip and stretch elastic 
panel; crafted to fit your 
leg like a glove and provide 
stretchy, Griptek™ security.

multiple pockets

Georgia Dillon warming up Carinio
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CROSS OVER FULLSEAT
Style # 50148  •  $119  •  XS, S, M, L, XL
white, tan, bluestone, dark acorn, ebony, black

CROSS OVER KNEEPATCH  
Style # 50147  •  $99  •  XS, S, M, L, XL
white, tan, bluestone, dark acorn, ebony, black

More tailored, and more comfortable, 
these breeches bring you the best of both 
worlds: traditional styling and cutting-edge 
fabric and design. A high-performance 
hybrid built from hardy Dynamic™ Extreme 
that stretches while providing “no-show” 
coverage, they lend a classic look with crafty 
touches, like ankle stretch panels that let you 
to pull them off without pulling a muscle.

COMPETITORS KOAT  
Style # 40310  •  $129  •  XS, S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X
solid navy, solid black,
cinder/white, bluestone/white, black/white,  

Show and go with the most comfortable, 
flattering show coat you’ll ever slip on.
Tailored with slimming lines and hidden 
front zip and three-snap closure that lays 
flat for an elegant equestrian look, the 
Dynamic™ Extreme fabric stretches and 
breathes as you ride. Toss it in the trunk, 
then the washing machine for easy-care.

Durable Dynamic™ Extreme fabric is 
combined with proprietary Nubuck™, creating 
a fullseat breech perfectly engineered for 
the rigors of the barn and multi-day riding.  
The tailored, yet sporty style performs with a 
precision fit that you can look great and feel 
confident in.

NEW TAILOR STRETCH 
SHOW SHIRT  
Style # 40358  •  $79  •  XS, S, M, L, XL
aqua, white, dove

Flash a bit of style in the show ring with a 
contrasting collar and cuffs in your favorite 
Kerrits print. Cut in a feminine silhouette 
from engineered stretch mesh fabric, so 
light you won’t believe it’s not see-through. 
This shirt features ventilating mesh under 
the arms and at center back to keep you 
cool under your jacket.

back view
detail

Team Rider, Jen McFall with High Times on the jump course.
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MICROCORD™ KNEEPATCH + FULLSEAT  
Style # 50170 (KP)  •  $99  •  Style # 50171 (FS)  •  $109
XS, S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X
tan, black

MICROCORD™ BOOTCUT KNEEPATCH
Style # 50172 (REG) / 50173 (TALL)  •  $109

MICROCORD™ BOOTCUT FULLSEAT
Style # 50174 (REG) / 50175 (TALL)  •  $119
XS, S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X  •  black

side 
pocket

NEW HALF HALT RAIN JACKET  
Style # 40363  •  $99  •  S, M, L, XL
graphite carrot, claret carrot, bluestone carrot

Like a good half halt, this jacket looks simple, but 
is actually loaded with technique and planning. 
Hydrotek™ fabric keeps you dry; while two-way front 
zip and spit tail provide functionality in the saddle. 
Dual zip front pockets are mesh-lined to vent and 
offer tons of divided storage. Ultra lightweight 
helmet-covering hood stows away in collar.

NEW ALL TERRAIN POCKET 
KNEEPATCH + FULLSEAT
Style # 50188 (KP)  •  $109 / 50189 (FS) 
$119  •  XS, S, M, L, XL
graphite, dark bay, black

Enjoy perfect lines every ride with stylish contrast 
stitching on pants that perform as beautifully as 
they look. Soon to be your new summer favorite, 
featuring a durable yet breathable stretch-woven 
fabric that sheds dirt and side pockets placed for 
easy in-the-saddle access.

The riding pant version of a collected trot, these breeches hold you in and 
give you the confidence to dance down centerline—or the barn aisle. The 
ribbed Microcord™ offers additional compression, smoothing your lines and 
helping your muscles fight fatigue, while the signature non-stretch V-panel 
holds in your tummy.

With compression fabric cut in a slimming silhouette, these pants work 
double time to lengthen your leg. The extended kneepatch or fullseat style 
frees you to skip the half chaps, or slide them into tall boots making them 
a versatile option that lets you look your best in the tack or in town.

collar detail

Cooling fabrics and a feminine silhouette 
set this unique shirt apart from the pack. 
Kerrits engineered stretch mesh fabric and 
ventilation mesh panels at the center back 
and under the arms refresh, while colorful 
patterns inside the collar add a slice of fun. 
Give ‘em a hint of your inner brilliance.

HYBRID II RIDING SHIRT  
Style # 40356  •  $69  •  XS, S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X
white, melon, aqua, dove

Georgia tacking up Carinio
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NEW KIDS ROUNDUP HORSE TEE  
Style # 60477  •  $25  •  S, M, L, XL
melon, sky, opal

A bright herd of ponies helps girls declare their love of 
horses on this soft, 100 percent cotton tee. Fun colors 
coordinate with Kerrits layers and bottoms; as comfy 
on your kid as she is in the saddle.

KIDS PERFORMANCE TIGHT  
Style # 60500  •  $49  •  XS, S, M, L, XL
bluestone carrot field, claret carrot field, pink ht, spring 
mix, tan, graphite, marina, sorbet, bluestone, black 

These tights have empowered more horse girls than 
“The Black Stallion.” Ultra-soft Fabrisuede Tactel™ 
performance fabric holds its shape wash after wash. 
Made with an elastic drawcord waistband, these 
durable tights will be outgrown before they wear out. 

WE KNOW PASSION FOR PONIES
STARTS AT A YOUNG AGE. AFTER ALL, 
WE WERE THOSE LITTLE GIRLS, AND 
WE NEVER LOST OUR INSPIRATION. 

THAT’S WHY KERRITS DESIGNS WITH 
YOUNG RIDERS IN MIND, ENSURING 

THEY GET THE SAME FUNCTION 
AND FASHION AS ADULT RIDERS.

KIDS SIZE CHART

Kerrits Kids collection is strategically cut to fit kids’ 
bodies in performance fabrics with the grip, stretch 
and durability they need. Wash them again and 
again, and they won’t snag, sag or fade. 

Tough enough for pony camp, classy enough for the 
show ring and as functional as that ever-important 
grab strap. Flattering cuts and fabric, fun colors and 
fashionably functional details help girls trot on with 
confidence. 

 XS S M L XL

SIZE 3T-4T 4-6 8-10 12-14 16

HEIGHT 34-38 38-44 46-52 54-58 60-64

CHEST 20-22 23-24 25-27 28-30 32

WAIST 18-20 21-22 23-24 25-26 27-28

Rileigh Sullivan preparing to ride Pickles on course
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KIDS ICE FIL® SHORTSLEEVE  
Style # 60479 •  $39  •  S, M, L, XL
white, bluestone field of horses, marina, 
claret field of horses, sorbet, crossrails, bluestone

You’ll love the 30+ UPF protection and hi-tech 
Ice Fil® fabric that cools kids’ bodies as they 
sweat. They’ll love the rainbow of solids and 
fun prints. Zip front allows them to ventilate as 
the lesson (or mucking) gets serious.

NEW KIDS ICE FIL® BOOT CUT  
Style # 60532  •  $69  •  S, M, L, XL
graphite, eclipse, black

All-around pants for girls who love to be 
around horses even when the mercury 
climbs, these tights work tucked into tall 
boots and over paddock boots, sandals and 
sneaks. Ice Fil® fabric works to keep kids 
feeling cool and the stylish bootcut helps 
them look cool, too.

KIDS FLEX TIGHT II FULLSEAT
Style # 60518  •  $79  •  S, M, L, XL
tan, claret, black, spring mix

Even the most fearless kids will appreciate 
the security built into the Gripstretch Suede™ 
fullseat and parents may find comfort in the 
fact that these tights are a step closer to 
keeping little bums in the saddle. Though you 
may try to restrict their riding (“no jumps taller 
than you!”) the Durabreathe™ fabric never will.

KIDS ICE FIL® TIGHT
Style # 60524  •  $69  •  XS, S, M, L, XL
tan, graphite, eclipse, black

Heatwaves never cool kids’ desire to ride so 
we made pants to help keep them cool from 
the bottom up. As kids sweat, the Ice Fil® 
fabric helps to cool their skin’s temp by up 
to five degrees, while anti-slip Kerrit Sticks™  
throughout the inner leg and seat add 
non-slip security.

Rileigh Sullivan warming up Pickles
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KIDS COMPETITORS KOAT  
Style # 60471  •  $109
S, M, L, XL  •  solid navy, solid black, black/white

Quick ice pop between rounds? Not a problem. 
The Dynamic™ Extreme fabric sheds melting 
popsicle juice, horse grime and everything else 
that comes with showing. Classic styling that’s 
machine washable; this lightweight, breathable 
coat with hidden zip and 3-snap closure, 
stretches for unrestricted riding—and growing.

NEW KIDS CROSS OVER  
Style # 60537  •  $79
S, M, L, XL  •  tan

For those lucky kids who ride lots, pants that 
can keep up.  Durable Dynamic™ Extreme 
stretch woven fabric is tailored to give kids 
more of a classic look (complete with snap 
front fly) while still comfy enough that they 
won’t want to take them off. Front pockets for 
lip stuff, sugars and other summer essentials. 

NEW KIDS ICE FIL® JOD  
Style # 60533  •  $79
 XS, S, M, L, XL  •  tan

Kids love the unrestricted comfort and 
cooling technology of stretchy Ice Fil® fabric, 
while judges love the classic styling. Parents 
love the shape-holding durability that always 
makes them the right pants, even for the 
wrong diagonal. Stirrup strap included.

KIDS MICROCORD™ FS  
Style # 60528  •  $89
S, M, L, XL  •  tan, black

KIDS MICROCORD™ KP  
Style # 60527  •  $74
S, M, L, XL  •  tan, black

While the performance  Microcord™ adds a 
level of class for competition, the rib fabric 
also adds a dose of compression that helps 
the pants keep their shape as kids move 
from Pile of Poles to 2’ Jumpers. Gripstretch 
Suede™ kneepatch or fullseat options add 
security as they trot on.

KIDS ICE FIL® LONGSLEEVE  
Style # 60480  •  $54  •  S, M, L, XL
white, claret field of horses, sorbet, 
bluestone field of horses, bluestone

Protection from the sun’s damaging 
rays is even more critical for young skin. 
Keep them covered—and colorful—with a 
near-weightless UPF 30+ shirt that helps 
cool their skin as it shields it. Like a quality 
helmet, it’s worth every penny.

Baylee Washburn and Wrapsody
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Shades that melt away boring wardrobes like the summer sun melts the morning dew; hues that 
mix as beautifully as ripe peaches and melon in a fresh fruit salad. Combine them for looks as 
lovely as dawn’s rosy glow on a show morning and let the warm colors ignite your imagination.

Let waves of blue wash through your displays and beckon to hot weather riders like 
the cool waters of a mountain lake glimpsed on a trail ride. Shades swirl together as 
seamlessly as clouds and sky on a summer afternoon.

 1 NEW Ice Fil ® Full Zip Jacket
2 Microcord™ Bootcut Kneepatch

3 Ice Fil ® Shortsleeve
4 Flex Tight II Fullseat

5 NEW Breeze Ice Fil ® Tank 
6 Flow Rise Performance Tight

7 NEW Half Halt Rain Jacket
8 NEW Pocket Performance Tight

 1 NEW Breeze Ice Fil ® Shortsleeve
2 NEW Tech Trail Pant

3 Ice Fil ® Longsleeve
4 All Terrain Pocket Fullseat

5 Tailor Stretch Show Shirt 
6 Ice Fil ® Tech Tight

7 Competitors Koat
8 GripTek™ II Fullseat

8

7
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 1 NEW Tailor Stretch Show Shirt
2 Cross Over Kneepatch

3 Breeze Ice Fil ® Shortsleeve
4 NEW All Terrain Fullseat

5 Ice Fil ® Tech Tee
6 Flow Rise Performance Tight

7/8 All Terrain Vest & Ice Fil ® SS
9 Flex Tight II Fullseat

7+8
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 1 Ice Fil ® Longsleeve
2 Pocket Performance Tight

3  Hybrid II Riding Shirt
4 Tech Trail Pant

5 Breeze Ice Fil ® Shortsleeve 
6 Cross Over Fullseat

7 NEW Half Halt Rain Jacket
8 All Terrain Pocket Kneepatch 

marina neutralsUnleash cooling colors for summer looks that refresh the eye (and the soul) from long 
days of blazing sun. Grab attention with splashes of aqua and turquoise throughout the 
store; create combinations that flow together like a perfect dressage test.

Like ice cubes in the summer – these colors make everything better, whether as 
outfits that sing softly with subtle style, classic contrasts, or as rich canvases that help 
pieces in brighter colors pop. 
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TRUCKER RIDE CAP
Style # 30316  •  $24  •  O/S
white snaffle, crossrails, blue horses, graphite horses

Top yourself in style with fun Kerrits prints. The wide brim 
shades your face while the adjustable mesh back ventilates.

ICE FIL® HEADBAND
Style # 30317  •  $8  •  O/S
white snaffle, black snaffle, graphite horses, blue horses, crossrails

This ultra lightweight headband wicks and cools. Designed to fit seamlessly 
under your helmet, a stylish way to keep strays back and fashion fore.

NEW EQ SPORTS BRA
Style # 30327  •  $39  •  S/M, L/XL 
nude, black

Improve your posture and reduce 
bounce with this full-coverage 
riding sports bra. Four-way stretch 
microfiber and strategically designed 
straps provide support and encourage 
correct shoulder position in the saddle.

SLENDER RIDER TOP
Style # 30329  •  $32  •  S/M, L/XL 
nude, black

Combines zonal compression that targets 
and shapes the midriff by providing control 
where it is needed most, with the added 
benefit of minimizing bounce.

SLENDER RIDER CAPRI
Style # 30330  •  $49  •  S/M, L/XL  •  nude, black

A base layer that strategically compresses 
in just the right places to ensure seamless 
elegance. Three-quarter length.

NEW MESH RIDING 
GLOVE
Style # 30314  •  $29 
S, M, L, XL   •   black

One side ventilates, one side 
grips, the whole combo stretches 
for unrestricted movement.

NEW THIN TO WIN 
GLOVE
Style # 30315  •  $34  •   
S/M, L/XL  •  white, black

Ultra-light Griptek™ glove is soft and 
supple to enhance your connection 
in gripping style

NEW GRIPTEK™ 
HALF CHAP
Style # 30324  •  $89 
S, M, L, XL  •  black (reg, tall)

Half chaps that love to get wet 
and are machine washable in 
classically-cut clean lines. Fits 
your leg like a glove!

NEW KERRITS EQ 
GEAR PACK
Style # 30325  •  $59  •  O/S 
graphite, sorbet, bluestone 

Cushioned back and padded 
straps keep carrying comfy. 
Multiple exterior and interior 
pockets for your barn gear. 

ICE FIL® SLEEVES
Style # 30303  •  $19  •  O/S
white, marina, sorbet, bluestone

Turn a tank or short sleeve shirt into 
long sleeve cooling sun protection 
by simply pulling these on. If only all 
change was this easy.

BOOT SOCK
Style # 30320  •  $10  •  O/S
white snaffle, black snaffle, blue horses, 
graphite horses, crossrails

Easily slide off those sweaty tall boots 
and flash Kerrits’ patterns in super thin, 
breathable knee-hi socks that liven 
up your look.

NEW PADDOCK BOOT 
SOCK
Style # 30321  •  $12  •  O/S
graphite, sorbet, bluestone

Exactly tall enough for paddock 
boots, these light, breathable socks 
keep your feet happy with mid-foot 
compression and a colorful design.

NEW SNAFFLE BIT 
TALL SOCK
Style # 30322  •  $13  •  O/S
tan, dove, black

Tough enough for barn chores, 
thin and cool enough for tall boots. 
Treat your feet to a deliciously soft 
cotton blend that stretches to fit.

#60479  KIDS ICE FIL® SHORTSLEEVE $39

bluestone 
horses

claret  
horses

crossrailswhite marina sorbet bluestone

NEW #60477  KIDS ROUNDUP HORSE TEE $25

melon sky opal

tan claret black spring mixgraphite eclipse black tan tantan black

#60518  KIDS FLEX TIGHT II FULLSEAT $79
NEW #60532 

 KIDS ICE FIL® BOOTCUT $69
NEW#60533

KIDS ICE FIL® JOD
$79

KIDS MICROCORD™ 
#60527 KP $74
#60528 FS $89

NEW #60537 
 KIDS CROSS OVER

$79

solid 
navy

solid 
black

black/ 
white

claret
horses

bluestone 
horses

sorbet bluestonewhite

#60480  KIDS ICE FIL® LONGSLEEVE $54 #60471  KIDS COMPETITORS KOAT $109

tan graphite marina sorbet bluestone black tan graphite eclipse black

#60500  KIDS PERFORMANCE TIGHT $49 #60524  KIDS ICE FIL® TIGHT $69

pink htbluestone  
carrot field

claret  
carrot field

spring mix

KERRITS  •  SPRING/SUMMER 2017
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#50200  FLOW RISE PERFORMANCE TIGHT $69

tan graphite bluestone blackebony sorbet 
2-tone

marina 
2-tone

spring mix 
2-tone

NEW #50202 POCKET PERFORMANCE TIGHT $79

claret  
carrot field

bluestone 
carrot field

graphite 
carrot field

tan black black

#50147 CROSS OVER KP $99

tanwhite dark acornbluestone ebony black graphite blackdark bay

MICROCORD™
#50170 KNEEPATCH $99
#50171   FULLSEAT $109

BOOTCUT
#50172/3  KP  $109
#50174/5  FS  $119#50148 CROSS OVER FS $119

NEW #50188 ALL TERRAIN POCKET KP $109
NEW #50189 ALL TERRAIN POCKET FS $119

KERRITS  •  SPRING/SUMMER 2017 KERRITS  •  SPRING/SUMMER 2017

NEW #50190  TECH TRAIL PANT $99

bluestonepalomino black

#50167 MOBILITY BREECH $109

tanwhite bluestone black

#50187 GRIPTEK™ II FULLSEAT $119

graphite blackdark bay

NEW #40356 HYBRID II RIDING SHIRT $69#40310 COMPETITORS KOAT $129 NEW #40363 HALF HALT RAIN JACKET $99

solid
navy

solid
black

bluestone/ 
white

black/ 
white

cinder/ 
white

white melon aquadove claret  
carrot field

bluestone carrot 
field

graphite carrot 
field

NEW #40346  ICE FIL® TECH TEE $39 NEW #40350  BREEZE ICE FIL® TANK $39

sorbet
ice

marina 
ice

bluestone
ice

graphite 
ice

NEW #40360  ICE FIL® FULL ZIP JACKET $69

white
snaffle

black
snaffle

blue 
horses

graphite 
horses

crossrailssorbet
ice

marina
ice

bluestone
ice

graphite 
ice

#40352 BREEZE ICE FIL® SHORTSLEEVE $54 #40354 BREEZE ICE FIL® LONGSLEEVE $64

white sorbetmarina bluestone black

#40353 BREEZE ICE FIL® SHORT SLEEVE $54

white snaffle black snaffle blue 
horses

graphite 
horses

crossrails

#40355  BREEZE ICE FIL® LONG SLEEVE $64 NEW  #40358  TAILOR STRETCH SHOW SHIRT $79

white aquadove

#40359  ALL TERRAIN VEST $79

graphite blackwhite
snaffle

black
snaffle

blue 
horses

graphite 
horses

crossrails

#50163  ICE FIL® TECH TIGHT $89 #50164/5  ICE FIL® BOOTCUT $99 #50155 FLEX TIGHT II FULLSEAT $99

tan
(tight only)

graphite
(tight only)

acorn eclipse black tan claretgraphite blackbluestone spring mix
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BINGEN, WA 98605

Copyright ©2016 Kerrits Performance Equestrian Apparel. All Rights Reserved.

THANK YOU MONTANA FOR THE CLEAR 
BLUE SKIES, THE GREAT MODELS AND 
LOCATIONS; AND SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY.

Georgia riding Carinio while schooling Baylee on Bubbles.


